SOLUTIONS BRIEF: FUNCTIONALITY QA FOR STADIA
SCALABLE TEAMS TO HELP REALISE YOUR VISION FOR STREAMING PERFORMANCE
Video game streaming now represents the potential
to significantly grow games consumption through
removing barriers and allowing consumers to access
high quality gaming on a range of new devices.
Google Stadia is a first-to-market streaming platform
and Functionality Quality Assurance (FQA) needs to
evolve and adapt to meet the demands of this new era
in video games.
At Keywords Studios, we understand that cloud gaming
is a growing market for developers. Staffing overheads,
hiring and training costs as well as the need to stock large

amounts of hardware require heavy investment. Lack
of familiarity with Stadia can also lead to potential
certification failures for your titles and costly delays.
That’s why Keywords has created specialised QA for
Stadia teams to supplement your own internal QA
teams and help ensure your vision of performance
will be realised for your game.
Our FQA specialists have been working on Stadia
since its announcement and our experience is
continuously expanding as the platform matures.

Keywords Functionality QA for Google Stadia can provide you with:
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By incorporating Keywords into your existing QA teams from the outset, we can ease the burden of testing
and can scale to meet the demands of your project. We can seamlessly fit into your organisation structure,
integrating into your partner portal, with no additional build delivery required.
If you need to test across platforms, you’ll require a variety of equipment, from Pixel phones and Chromecasts
to 4K monitors and surround sound systems. Keywords can build in a level of hardware flexibility to ensure your
needs are met across platform, without the overhead cost of devices.

Our Certification Quality Assurance (CQA) process consists of the following phases:
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Is your QA department prepared for testing on Stadia?
Consider the following:
•
•
•
•

Do you have the required testing capacity?
Do you have enough hardware to accommodate your next stress test?
Can your network infrastructure support large-scale testing?
Do you have the experience to create test plans and diagnose platform issues?
WHAT WE PROVIDE

HOW YOU BENEFIT

General functionality

Free up your existing teams by providing extra hours of
functionality testing. Benefit from test plans that cover the ins and
outs of Stadia’s unique features.

Hardware and endpoint testing

Avoid limitations of hardware availability. Open up flexible and
scalable solutions for hardware and endpoint testing , including
4K. Any endpoint, with any controller.

Network and stress testing

Increased confidence in test results on a strong network and
when tested with large numbers of testers. Alleviate internal
network configuration and bandwidth requirements.

Playability

Ensure your titles are performing as expected across a variety
of network conditions and end points. Isolate performance issues
and receive qualitative feedback on your title.

Certification QA

Help save time and avoid costly delays by receiving early
directions on potential failures with any STR issues.

Proven Keywords QA for Stadia experience:
Keywords Functionality QA services for Google Stadia
can help you to save on personnel and equipment costs
as well as delays associated with potential certification
failures. We offer a wealth of knowledge and scale,
giving you peace of mind for the quality of your title and
project deadlines.
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Are you looking for reliable, scalable QA solutions for your Stadia title?
Contact us now or enter your details on our website to get a proposal.

ABOUT KEYWORDS STUDIOS
With studios around the world, Keywords Studios is a leading technical services provider for

global video games and beyond. With locations in Asia, the Americas and Europe, Keywords Studios

has a breadth and depth in multiple industry-leading service lines including Art, Game Development, Audio,
Functionality QA, Localization, Localization QA and Player Support. Working across all major platforms,
in more than 50 different languages, Keywords Studios delivers support for its clients across the globe.
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